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And so the long wait is over! Last week Wall Street fell more sharply that ever before,
losing 10 percent in the first week and taking the whole world with it. And this is just the
beginning of the carnage.
If the worlds markets behave as they did in the past, then they will rebound until sometime in
March beforte plunging again with an overall decline of at least 40 percent to be expected. And
perhaps more! In case you missed my lead article in The Investor of a fortnight ago, I will
attach it to the end of this month’s Prospects in order you might carefully consider the
implications.
Meantime, if you have taken my writings to heart over the past six months and taken the
opportunity to rid your portfolios of underperforming shares and, furthermore, taken some
profits on those shares that have come to dominate your portfolios, you should now be in a
good cash position to take advantage of bargain basement share prices in the future once this
bear market is over.
Noting that the bottom could be many months away and that a lot of angst is likely to precede
it, it would be wrong to place too much reliance at this stage of the artificial intelligence
predictions of future dates that the ShareFinder programme is now offering. Nevertheless they
can offer some rough assistance at this stage and so let us consider the graph composite
below:

I need to emphasise at this point that ShareFinder’s projections are relatively accurate with
regard to market timing but rather less so in respect of the magnitude of movement that is
projected. Thus, while the programme sees a dead cat bounce situation in which Wall Street is
likely to rise again until March 20 before resuming its downward trend, I cannot believe that
what will follow will be a sideways trend; not with the degree of pessimism that has been
engrained in market professionals for so many months now. Nevertheless, from the end of
March onwards ShareFinder suggests weakness will continue until the end of July.
ShareFinder sees an identical pattern for London with an identical bottoming period at this

stage. In respect of the JSE it senses a similar recovery until about February 27 followed by a
drop until March 12, a recovery until April 20 and then another decline to a final bottoming
around May 31. But, as I have already stressed, that date is likely to change under the force of
coming market events.
What finally triggered the long-anticipated market crack was stronger-than-expected wage growth
in monthly U.S. jobs data released at the start of the month which sent government bond yields to
their highest level since 2014, raising concerns among investors. Higher inflation would ramp up
pressure on the US Federal Reserve to pick up the pace of interest-rate increases, pressurising
bonds by making it more expensive for companies to borrow and reducing the attractiveness of
dividends. The US’s three main stock market indices all rose sharply at the start of this week
though optimism was tempered by uncertainty over what today’s inflation reading might be. A
higher-than-expected number will signal the likelihood of a steeper trajectory in interest rates,
with all that this implies for other markets.

Depending upon how the world’s central banks decide to play this one, there could be some
severe secondary effects which could have dramatic consequences for the property sector in
particular and also for any companies that have taken advantage of the recent protracted
period of ultra low interest rates in order to gear their businesses. If interest rates rise too
severely in the year ahead, individual homeowners could be the first to feel the pain if
mortgages become no longer affordable. But corporate pain would be sure to follow so, if you
are looking to cut shares from your portfolio you should give first attention to those that have
higher than average borrowing levels. This might in part explain why property shares here and
overseas came in for such pressure recently. Note in the graph below the extreme price
volatility that has marked the recent behaviour of property share Redefine which has been in
the forefront of investor concern because of the opaque nature of its cross holding ownership
which has made it difficult for analysts to form a realistic assessment of its underlying value.

One share that I have long favoured which is
relatively over-geared is Clicks which has suffered
from a similar degree of price volatility lately. Note
my graph on the right.

Others like it are MAS real estate, SABVest,
Rebosis, Delta Property, Fairvest, and City
Lodge. I offer you the graph performance of
MAS Real Estate on the left where the fall
off has been particularly marked

The Prospects portfolio
Against this background the Prospects Portfolio which we launched in January 2011, has been
relatively resilient having fallen back to just below its long-term trend line at which point it has
been consolidating in the past few days preparatory to another upward surge. In all this
volatility it is gratifying to note how closely the portfolio has stuck to its 22.2 percent trend line
over the past five years.

On the right I have detailed
ShareFinder’s prediction for where the
portfolio is likely to trend over the next
few months, noting that the programme
currently predicts that, following a
marginal recovery between now and the
end of March, the portfolio will continue
on its downward path until the end of
May when it will resume its recovery. At
that stage we will be waiting with cash in
hand to re-enter the market as buyers.
As you can see from the portfolio
analysis, we currently have R947 684
available with which to buy when the time is right. That is nearly a third of the portfolio overall
value.

With one remaining share in the portfolio I
have dallied too long. Mea culpa...but given
the negativity of the market combined with the
obvious negativity towards this share,
prudence suggests it would be wrong to hold
on further and so I plan to dump it if it reaches
ShareFinder’s projected interim high of R61.65
to R59.95
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A Wicked Tax Law
Hamstringing South African investors!

By Richard Cluver

With our share market rising exponentially, most experienced investors clearly sense
that the end is nigh. My ShareFinder software furthermore predicts that the up-trend
could last until February 13 at best.
Meanwhile economists attending the
World Economic Forum in Davos were This article first appeared in The Inlast week warning, in the words of Har- vestor on January 31 and is reprovard University professor Kenneth duced without editing or updating
Rogoff “If interest rates go up even
modestly, halfway to their normal level,
you will see a collapse in the stock market”.
Behind this view is the fact that individuals and corporates have borrowed massively in the current low-interest rate environment and would be unlikely to be able to repay the debt as interest costs rise, particularly in the case of collapsing share, bond and property prices.
The impact is, furthermore, likely to be massively damaging to the world economy because
Dollar-denominated debt held by emerging-market economies currently exceeds $5-trillion.
The burden of that upon countries like South Africa would seem likely to precipitate a series of
recessions across the planet.
My graph below shows how the JSE Overall Index has been rising recently, up 17 percent in
the past 12 months and down dramatically yesterday: signs of a market nearing its end!

Clearly it is time for investors worldwide to start taking defensive action. The problem that faces them this time around however, is arguably one of the wickedest pieces of South African tax
legislation ever enacted in that it effectively prevents people, who have saved diligently all of
their lives so as not to be a burden upon their children and the State, from taking such defensive action by selling their shares ahead of the impending storm.
Unlike the situation in most developed nations where tax does not apply to the gain you have

will surely reason, can I lose as much as that if a market crash happens?
Furthermore, a majority of investors worldwide do not believe a crash is coming. As an example, US Analyst Jake Bernstein has created a daily sentiment image which currently indicates
that 97 percent of traders are bullish about US markets. This is the highest figure seen in the
past 31 years while a 13-week moving average of bullish positions, at 63.5% is the highest
since February 1977. So often before, it has been precisely in such times of overwhelming
confidence that market crashes have happened!
So let us consider what the potential loss could be for South African investors if such a crash
were to occur? My graph below illustrates what happened to the JSE Overall Index during the
2007 to 2009 crash when the index fell from a peak value of 332 329 on May 22 2008 to a bottom of 171844 representing a loss of 48.29 percent. Here you can see that following the crash
the market had not fully recovered until January 2012 though it came within an inch of doing so
in February 2011 only to fall back again before trying to do so again a year later.

For individuals who have with equal providence built up an investment portfolio within which,
for example, they currently hold Naspers shares bought less than three years ago, taking the
example of the Prospects Portfolio which were bought at R357.14 per share and today stand at
R3 717.81, the gain on a sale would be R3 360.67 per share and a sale would thus attract tax
of R1 512.30 per share.
A large proportion of South African investors have, however, been persuaded over the years
that it is prudent to create a family trust within which to house such portfolios because such
trusts do not disappear with the death of the founder and so their savings can be preserved for
the benefit of their children and grandchildren who, for example, in these difficult times when
our education system is rated the worst out of 50 developing nations, might need to be educated in private schools where the fees are relatively high.
Were the Naspers shares to have been bought less than three years ago they would similarly
be taxed at 45 percent within the trust. Had they been bought earlier than that, capital gains tax
would apply and since in recent years CGT has been raised nearly every successive tax year
from 20 percent when it was first introduced in October 2001 to a current 36 percent, one might
expect it to become a steadily more limiting problem given the fact that the Government has
effectively run out of money. However, taking the current level of CGT on trusts, given a capital
gain on a sale of R3 360.67 per share, such a sale would thus attract tax of R1 209.84 per
share.
Taking the entire portfolio which grew from an initial investment of R1-million in January 2011
to a current R3 522 216.36, selling would attract tax of R907 997.86.

So, if the 2007 crash were to be precisely duplicated in the near future, it is clear that the penalty for not selling ahead of the crash was nearly the same as it would have been for someone
who sold shares held for under three years or out of a trust fund and been forced to pay capital
gains tax on the proceeds.
Over the past 33 years South Africa has in fact experienced quite a number of quite severe
corrections though, happily, not all have been as severe at the 2007 one. Here in South Africa
we were less affected by the Dot Com bubble that burst in January 2000 but nevertheless the
JSE All Share Index turned negative on January 17 2000 at a value of 92 260 and continued
down until it bottomed on April 14 at a level of 66 320 for a loss of just 28.12 percent as depicted below. Furthermore, for those who simply held on through this phase, their fortunes had
been restored by mid-February 2001

But between May 21 2002 and April 25 2003 South Africa experienced another bear market
which took the JSE All Share Index down from 116 530 to a low of 73 612 for a 36.83 percent
loss which took until September 2004 before investors saw their capital restored as illustrated
in my next graph.

South African investors saw another sharp deterioration between April 20 1998 and September
10 the same year when the All Share Index fell 43.8 percent from a level of 83 580 to 46 940
as illustrated below.

In 1987 the market fell precipitously on October 19. From a peak value of 27 340 the JSE All
Share Index fell to 19 590 by November 4 and then, after a brief very modest recovery, fell further to bottom at 15 220 representing an overall loss of 44.3 percent.

So, if you care to work it out, the five biggest crashes of the past 33 years on average cost investors 40.27 percent of their portfolio value. Of course that is no guarantee that the next crash
will be as modest but from this it is clear that if the shares in your portfolio have been there for
less than three years the probability is that it will cost you more in taxes to sell out in anticipation of a market crash than the crash is likely to cost you.
And it would be almost as costly if your shares have been yours for more than three years had
you are invested via a family trust and you fear that a crash might wipe you out, the probability
is that selling ahead of it might actually cost you almost as much in Capital Gains Tax as the
effects of a crash.
The tax is grossly unfair upon those who opted to go without many of life’s little luxuries in order not to be a burden upon their children or the state in their declining years. Other, more progressive countries, do not levy CGT in such circumstances provided you re-invest the capital in
an alternative capital preservation vehicle.
If our government really wanted to attract investment into this country it would modify CGT to
bring it in line with other progressive countries. So for a moment let us consider what it would
mean to investors if CGT were not to be applied; that you could sell ahead of an anticipated
crash and subsequently buy back the same portfolio at a one third discount and see it grow
back to its full previous aggregate price in an average of a little more than a year! Happily there
are some options that allow you to in effect do just that.
You can insure against such a market catastrophe and protect your portfolio by taking out a

“Put” which is the right to put a parcel of shares into the hands of another investor at an agreed
price. Here the seller of the Put is gambling that the market correction will NOT happen within
the agreed period of the Put (usually about three months) while the person taking out the Put
obviously gambles that the correction WILL occur within the agree time. The problem with such
an approach is that it is quite costly meaning it is really only a possibility in the case of portfolios worth well over R1-million.
If nothing happens, the person taking out the Put looses the cost of it (generally around ten
percent of the value of the portfolio) while the person issuing the Put gains the fee. As an alternative and usually for a somewhat lesser fee our investor might take out a Futures position in
which case he will only be called on to ante up money if, instead of falling, the market rises.
However, in such a futures position, if the market continues rising rapidly the issuer of the future will repeatedly call for the futures buyer to ante up additional money and this could be potentially devastating for a portfolio.
So, the reality facing South African investors currently is that they KNOW that a correction is
almost inevitable but the million dollar question is when? If we could know the answer to that
one we would all be billionaires! I have accordingly in my own portfolios opted for the conservative approach and to readers of my Prospects newsletter I have for months been advising
them to accumulate cash and to sell off a few relative underperformers where the capital gains
penalty was not so severe in order to create a “war chest” of cash with which to buy once the
anticipated crash has happened. In this manner we have actually accumulated approximately
26 percent of the portfolio value.
Kylie Jerg who administers overseas portfolios on behalf of some of my clients opted to use a
futures position to insure these portfolios and, on the face of it, it was the right decision but taken too soon because the portfolios have lost heavily as she has been forced to liquidate shares
to meet margin calls. However, once the market turns down, the opposite will happen and the
value of the portfolios should be more than restored. Her mistake was to take out such cover
too early. But then hindsight is a perfect science. As I have already emphasised, world authorities like Harvard University professor Kenneth Rogoff who is a former US Federal Reserve
board member, last week warned the World Economic forum in Davos that a crash is likely
soon, and many other authorities have been warning of a crash since the middle of last year.
Overseas markets are dominated by Wall Street and that market is poised to turn down within
the next few weeks. The artificial intelligence system within my ShareFinder computer program has proved itself to be 91.07 percent accurate in the market direction forecasts which we
publish each week in my Richard Cluver Predicts column, and it now predicts that the London’s
FT 100 Index will turn down on February 1 and fall virtually without respite until the end of September as illustrated by the red projection line in the graph below:
Understanding why such a decline could be imminent one needs only to turn to an indicator
known as the Cape Ratio.
The Cape Ratio was developed by Yale University Professor Robert Shiller. Described as a
Cyclically Adjusted Price-Earnings (CAPE) ratio, it initially came into the spotlight in December
1996 after Robert Shiller and John Campbell presented research to the US Federal Reserve
that suggested stock prices were running up much faster than earnings. In the winter of 1998,
Shiller and Campbell
published
their
groundbreaking article Valuation Ratios
and the Long-Run
Stock Market Outlook, in which they
smoothed earnings
for the S&P500 Index
by taking an average
of real earnings over
the past 10 years,
going back to 1872.
This ratio was at a

record 28 in January 1997, with the only other instance (at that time) of a comparably high ratio
occurring in 1929. Shiller and Campbell asserted the ratio was predicting that the real value of
the market would be 40% lower in ten years than it was at that time. That forecast proved to be
remarkably prescient, as the market crash of 2008 contributed to the S&P 500 plunging 60%
from October 2007 to March 2009.
The CAPE ratio for the S&P 500 has climbed steadily for the past nine years as the economic
recovery in the U.S. gathered momentum and stock prices reached record levels. This week
the CAPE ratio stood at 49.9, compared with its long-term average of 16.80. The fact that the
ratio had previously only exceeded 30 in 1929 and 2000 has triggered a raging debate about
whether the elevated value of the ratio portends a major market correction.
Critics of the CAPE ratio contend that it is of little use because it is inherently backwardlooking, rather than forward-looking. Another issue is that it uses GAAP (generally accepted
accounting principles) earnings, which have undergone marked changes in recent years. In
June 2016, Jeremy Siegel of the Wharton School published a paper in which he said that forecasts of future equity returns using the CAPE ratio may be overly pessimistic because of
changes in the way GAAP earnings are calculated. Siegel said that using consistent earnings
data such as operating earnings or NIPA (national income and product account) after-tax corporate profits, rather than GAAP earnings, improves the forecasting ability of the CAPE model
and forecasts higher U.S. equity returns.
Argument aside, analysts are generally agreed that share markets are at record highs and that
a correction must come sooner rather than later and with the Cape Ratio standing higher than
at any time other than the Dot Com bubble era, it is an indicator one cannot ignore. But what
steps you take in anticipation of the inevitable crash is up to you.
Each of the options I have outlined are costly thanks to the Receiver of Revenue and the irony
of it is that Capital Gains Tax brings in comparatively little revenue for the fiscus. Given the deterrent it imposes upon investment in this country and the fact that South Africa tops the list of
emigrants of wealth, one has to question the wisdom of maintaining it. On the face of it, everyone would benefit if it were dropped. The most recently available SARS statistics indicate that
CGT yielded revenue of R2.2-billion out of total revenue that exceeds R1.2-trillion; a tiny fraction
that causes such pain to South Africa’s elderly and so deters foreigners from investing here.

